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Abstract: The high penetration of distributed generation in distribution grids and the development of microgrids may cause the
malfunctioning of the conventional distribution level protection systems. Despite multiple works dedicated to addressing this
problem, the development of reliable, high-speed, and cost-efficient protection systems for active grids remains a topical issue.
This study proposes a protection system for medium voltage lines that relies entirely on the analytical description of travelling
wave transients. This protection uses only local high-frequency current measurements and power-frequency voltage
measurements, which potentially makes it a low-cost yet reliable solution. The protection system operates securely by not
tripping healthy lines in case of disturbances that do not lead to any faults. The proposed protection is tested on the IEEE 34bus distribution system with distributed generation.

1

Introduction

With the high penetration of distributed generation (DG) and the
development of microgrids in distribution systems, these systems
acquire new properties: bidirectional power flows, decrease in
short circuit (SC) current levels due to the deployment of
converter-based DGs, and different SC levels in connected and
islanded operations of microgrids. According to [1, 2], the
conventional overcurrent protection systems, which are widely
used on the distribution level, may fail to reliably protect these socalled active distribution grids.
To address the challenges of active grids, there have been
considerable research efforts to develop protection systems
adaptive to changes in active grids. Adaptive protection systems
that rely only on local measurements can be found, for example, in
[2, 3]. The utilisation of both voltage and current measurements
makes these protection systems robust to changes in active grids.
For the same reason, the conventional distance protection system,
which is mainly used on the transmission level, can reliably protect
active grids. However, these protection systems are non-unit
systems [4], therefore, they act with time delays, which may not be
acceptable in grids with DGs.
The problem of the fault clearing time can be effectively
addressed by conventional differential or communication-assisted
adaptive protections such as those proposed in [1, 5, 6]. These
protection systems have better observability of the current state of
a distribution grid than protection systems based on local
measurements; therefore, they require less time for making reliable
decisions. While communication-assisted protections systems can
successfully protect active grids, the communication links that they
rely on are costly and may cause reliability issues in case of the
loss of connections.
An alternative way to address challenges imposed by active
grids is to develop protection systems based on the travelling wave
(TW) theory. Fault-generated TWs that are analysed in the TW
protection systems are essentially not affected by the operation
modes of DGs and microgrids, which make these protection
systems a viable solution for active grids. In addition, the fault
clearing time of the TW-based protection systems can be
potentially small enough to enable the stable operation of the DGs
in the presence of faults in active grids since wave transients are
fast developing phenomena. TW-based protections for distribution
grids with DGs can be found, for instance, in [7–10]. While
protection systems in [7, 8] can work effectively in active grids,
they rely on a communication infrastructure and thus are costly and

may malfunction in case of the loss of communication links. The
protection system in [9] relies on local current and voltage
measurements for detecting single-phase-to-ground faults on power
lines. However, it may have problems related to the poor transfer
characteristics of conventional voltage transformers and close-in
faults. In [10], we propose a protection system that requires only
local high-frequency current measurements to protect medium
voltage lines against all types of faults. The protection algorithm
consists of two main steps: direction detection and fault location
(FL). Initially, the direction detection algorithm identifies the fault
direction with respect to the protection terminal's location using the
analytical description of TW transients. Then the FL algorithm
classifies a detected fault as internal or external utilising neural
networks (NNs). Although this protection system was shown to
operate satisfactorily in active grids, it has some intrinsic problems.
Since the NNs are data-driven methods, the FL algorithm
potentially cannot provide sufficient reliability in real power
systems, where the number of potential system states is
innumerable. Moreover, this algorithm relies on the assumption
that angles between a bus voltage at the terminal's location and
currents through protected lines are constant which may be
unrealistic. In addition, while the protection system was shown to
operate securely in case of switching transients, it may malfunction
in case of disturbances that do not cause faults but generate faultlike TWs.
This study presents a TW protection system for medium voltage
lines in active grids that builds on the protection system proposed
in [10] but aims to address its aforementioned shortcomings. The
protection system uses local high-frequency current measurements
and power-frequency voltage measurements, which potentially
makes it a low-cost solution because it requires neither
communication links nor voltage transformers capable of capturing
high-frequency TWs. The utilisation of both voltage and current
measurements enables removing the assumption with regard to
angles between voltage and currents that the algorithm in [10]
relies on.
The main contribution of this work is two-fold. First, the FL
algorithm based on the analytical description of the TW transients
and the analysis of their energy is developed. The advantage of this
algorithm is that it is based on physical considerations as opposed
to the data-driven machine learning algorithm used in [10]. Second,
the disturbance classification (DC) algorithm is derived to increase
the security of the protection system in case of the occurrence of
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i = I ⋅ exp −a ⋅ t − exp −b ⋅ t ,

Fig. 1 Proposed protection algorithm

Fig. 2 Typical waveforms of current TWs
(a) Lightning-generated, (b) Fault-generated

the lightning strokes without flashover that do not lead to faults but
generates fault-like TWs.

2

Proposed protection system

2.1 Algorithm overview
The proposed protection algorithm shown in Fig. 1 is intended for
implementation in microprocessor terminals installed at each
substation of the active distribution grids. Each of the terminals
performs simultaneous protection of all medium voltage lines
interconnected at a given substation. The protection algorithm
requires local measurements from current transformers (CTs) of the
protected lines and a voltage transformer (VT) at the substation.
The protected lines are assumed to have circuit breakers (CBs) at
both ends to improve fault localisation.
The protection algorithm consists of four main blocks:
disturbance detection, DC, direction detection, and FL. Initially, the
disturbance detection block analyses three-phase currents from all
protected lines by the means of modal transformation and discrete
wavelet transform to detect TWs generated by a disturbance in the
vicinity of a protection terminal. If the disturbance is detected,
disturbance-generated TWs are extracted from the input currents.
The detailed description of the disturbance detection algorithm is
presented in [10]. The disturbance-generated TWs are then used by
the DC block to identify whether the disturbance is a fault or a
lightning stroke without flashover. In case the disturbance is
classified as a fault, the protection algorithm triggers the direction
detection block that utilises the current TWs from all protected
lines to determine a particular protected line (‘candidate’ line) in
the direction of which the fault has occurred. The fault direction is
obtained by constructing the TWs’ equations for various fault
directions and testing their validity with the input data. The
detailed description of the direction detection algorithm is also
presented in [10]. After the ‘candidate’ line is identified, the FL
block determines whether the fault is internal or external. In case of
the internal fault, the protection terminal sends a tripping signal to
the local CB of the faulted line.
In the following, we describe the new DC and FL blocks. As
mentioned, the other blocks are equivalent to our previous work
and the reader is referred to [10] for details on these blocks.
2.2 Disturbance classification
The DC block aims to identify whether the disturbance detected by
the disturbance detection block is a fault or a lightning stroke to a
phase wire without flashover. The main idea behind the DC
algorithm is that the waveforms of the current TWs generated by a
fault and lightning are different. Fig. 2 shows the typical
waveforms of the current TWs launched by a fault and lightning
without flashover. The surge-like waveform of the lightninggenerated current TWs can be expressed analytically as follows:

(1)

where t is the time coordinate, I, a, and b are constant coefficients.
According to [11, 12], for typical lightning waveforms, the values
of I, a and b are of order 101 kA, 104 s−1 and 106 s−1, respectively.
For these values of the coefficients, the absolute value of the time
derivative taken at the tail of the lightning waveform is of order
101 A/μs. Since a fault generates step-like current TWs, the
absolute value of the derivative taken at the tail of these TWs is
much less than 101 A/μs. Therefore, the DC algorithm is based on
the comparison of the absolute value of the time derivative taken at
the tail of the disturbance-generated current TWs with the
predefined threshold Lset. If the absolute value of the derivative is
less than Lset, then the disturbance is classified as a fault.
Otherwise, it is considered to be a lightning stroke without
flashover. It is important to mention that before calculating the
derivative, the DC algorithm performs pre-processing of the input
current TWs to improve the classification accuracy. Initially, the
input three-phase current TWs corresponding to all protected lines
are transformed into modal components since the simulation results
showed that the DC algorithm had higher classification accuracy
when it was based on the modal rather than phase quantities.
Among all the obtained modal currents, the one with the highest
transient energy level [13] in a range of frequencies typical for
faults and lightning [12] is chosen for the further analysis as it
contains more information about the disturbance than other
currents. Next, the DC algorithm performs fitting of (1) to the
chosen modal current TWs to identify the general trend of the
TWs’ waveform thus reducing the impact of noise. Function (1) is
chosen for fitting since it is a continuous differentiable function
that can successfully capture a general trend of both lightning and
fault-generated waveforms. The obtained fitting function is then
used for the derivative calculation.
2.3 Fault location
The FL block is intended for identification whether the fault has
occurred on the ‘candidate’ line or it is an external fault. This block
receives three-phase fault-generated current TWs corresponding to
the local CTs of the ‘candidate’ line and the power-frequency
voltage measurements from the VT at the considered substation. To
identify whether the ‘candidate’ line is faulted, the energy of the
input current TWs is compared with a threshold value Eset, which
depends on the type and inception angle of a fault. The idea behind
the comparison is that the energy of fault-generated TWs obtained
around the protection terminal decreases as a FL is further away
from the terminal. Therefore, if the energy is greater than the
threshold, the fault is internal and the corresponding local circuit
breaker is tripped. The value of the inception angle is obtained
from voltage measurements. The type of fault is identified by
analysing equations that describe the behaviour of the TWs
launched by the different types of faults and selecting the one that
matches the input data from the ‘candidate’ line the best.
The FL algorithm, therefore, consists of three successive steps:
fault inception angle identification, fault type detection, and
analysis of TWs’ energy.
2.3.1 Fault inception angle identification: In this study, the fault
inception angle is defined as the phase-A voltage angle at the FL
and at the moment of fault initiation. Due to the small angle
difference between voltages at two ends of a distribution line and
the high speed of TWs’ propagation, the fault inception angle is
assumed to be identical to the phase-A voltage angle at the
considered substation at the moment of the arrival of the faultgenerated TWs at the substation. Therefore, the fault inception
angle is determined using the input phase-A voltage measurements
and the TWs arrival moment identified by the disturbance detection
algorithm. According to Fig. 3, the inception angle α can be
calculated as follows:
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t ⋅ 360∘
α=

if V > 0,

∘

180

if V = 0&V′ > 0,

0∘

if V = 0&V′ < 0,

180∘ + t ⋅ 360∘ /T

(2)

if V < 0,

where T is the power-frequency period, t is the time period between
the last phase-A voltage zero crossing and the TWs arrival
moment, V and V′ are the voltage measurements at the TWs arrival
moment and one discretisation step Δt earlier, respectively.
Compared to the inception angle detection algorithm presented in
[10], this algorithm works for any value of the angle between a
voltage at the terminal's location and a current through the
‘candidate’ line.
2.3.2 Fault type detection: After the inception angle is identified,
the FL algorithm detects the type of the fault among all possible
types, except for complex types where several faults occur
simultaneously in different parts of the grid. To illustrate the idea
behind the fault type detection algorithm, let us consider a part of
the distribution grid with substations M and N interconnected by
line L1 shown in Fig. 4. Substation M has m lines and a transformer
T1. A similar set of power equipment is installed at substation N.
Assume that the fault F has occurred on L1 at the moment when
phase voltages Vf at the FL were equal to
V a f = V m ⋅ sin α ,
V b f = V m ⋅ sin α − 120∘ ,

(3)

V c f = V m ⋅ sin α + 120∘ ,
where Vm is the amplitude of the pre-fault voltages. This fault can
be modelled as a superposition of two sets of phase voltages at the
FL: pre-fault voltages Vaf,, Vbf, Vcf and step-like cancellation
voltages eaf, ebf, ecf [12]. The cancellation voltages are determined
by the fault type and pre-fault voltages. The cancellation voltages
initiate the propagation of voltage and current TWs through the
grid according to the telegraph equations [12]. Since, in phase
quantities, all these voltages and currents are coupled, appropriate
linear modal transformations can be used for decoupling them and
thus facilitating the analysis of wave transients. Modal cancellation
voltages are given by
eαf , e βf , e0f ,

T

T

= A ea f , eb f , ec f ,

(4)

where A is the modal transformation matrix. In this study, it is
assumed that the protected grid is balanced; therefore, the Clarke
matrix is used as A. In this case, eαf and e βf are the α and β line
modes and e0f is the ground mode. These modal components can
also be expressed as follows:
eαf

= f α Va f , Vb f , Vc f ,

e βf = f β V a f , V b f , V c f ,

Fig. 4 Considered part of distribution grid

Fig. 5 α-Mode circuits for analysis of TWs at different locations
(a) FL, (b) Substation M

voltage TWs corresponding to β and zero modes are identical to e βf
and e0f , respectively. Therefore, the following equation holds:
αl βl 0l
αr βr 0r
, ein , ein = ein
, ein , ein = eαf , e βf , e0f .
ein

(5)

e f = f 0 Va f , Vb f , Vc f ,

(6)

αl βl 0l
αr βr 0r
Fault-generated TWs ein
, ein , ein and ein
, ein , ein undergo
attenuation and dispersion, while propagating towards substations
M and N, respectively. Without loss of generality, let us consider
the behaviour of the TWs around M. According to the TW theory,
the incident voltage TWs that arrive at M are given by [12]
αM
αl
= ein
⋅ exp −γ ⋅ xM ,
ein

einβM = einβl ⋅ exp −γ ⋅ xM ,
0M

ein =

einβl

(7)

⋅ exp −γ0 ⋅ xM ,

where xM is the distance from the FL to M, γ and γ0 are the line and
ground mode propagation constants, respectively. Since substation
M can be considered as a symmetrical discontinuity point, the
incident TWs interact with it by generating reflected erαM , erβM , er0M
and transmitted etαM , etβM , et0M voltage TWs that are given by [12]
αM
erαM = ZM − Z1 ⋅ ein
/ Z M + Z1 ,

erβM = ZM − Z1 ⋅ einβM / ZM + Z1 ,
0M
er0M = ZM 0 − Z0 ⋅ ein
/ Z M 0 + Z0 ,

αM
etαM = 2ZM ⋅ ein
/ Z M + Z1 ,

0

(8)

etβM = 2ZM ⋅ einβM / ZM + Z1 ,
0M
et0M = 2ZM 0 ⋅ ein
/ Z M 0 + Z0 ,

where fα, fβ, and f0 are the functions that are determined by a fault
type and provided in [14]. It is important to note that a non-zero
ground mode of voltage and current TWs indicates that a ground
fault has occurred in the grid; otherwise, the TWs are generated by
a fault without ground.
Since different modes are independent of each other, a singlemode circuit can be constructed to analyse the behaviour of faultgenerated modal TWs at particular time and space coordinates.
Fig. 5a shows an α-mode circuit for analysis of the TWs around the
FL immediately after the fault inception. As can be seen from the
αl
αr
and ein
that propagate to the left
figure, incident voltage TWs ein
and right from the FL are identical to eαf . Analogously, incident
832

Fig. 3 Fault inception angle identification

where Z1 and Z0 are the surge impedances of L1 corresponding to
the line and ground modes, ZM and ZM0 are the equivalent
impedances of substation M corresponding to the line and ground
modes. Considering (6)–(8) together, we can conclude that while
TWs induced by the cancellation voltages undergo significant
changes when propagating through the grid, the ratio between the
line modes of cancellation voltages eαf /e βf is preserved in incident
voltage TWs and TWs reflected and transmitted at substations.
The reflected TWs erαM , erβM , er0M then propagate from M towards
the FL where they undergo reflection and transmission. Since, in
the general case, the FL can be considered as an asymmetric
discontinuity point, it couples different modal components.
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furthest internal and closest external faults. Next, the energy of the
three-phase current TWs corresponding to the ‘candidate’ line is
calculated as follows:
E=

Fig. 6 Part of IEEE 34-bus distribution grid

According to the TW theory, the reflected erαF, erβF, er0F and
transmitted etαF, etβF, et0F TWs at the FL are given by
erαF = f α erαM , erβM , er0M ,
erβF = f β erαM , erβM , er0M ,
er0F = f 0 erαM , erβM , er0M ,
etαF = erαM ⋅ exp −γ ⋅ xm + erαF,

(9)

etβF = erβM ⋅ exp −γ ⋅ xm + erβF,
et0F = er0M ⋅ exp −γ0 ⋅ xm + er0F .
Despite the fact that these TWs depend on a mixture of modal
components of erM , it can be shown that the ratio between the line
modes of cancellation voltages is still preserved in these TWs.
From the presented analysis, we can conclude that the ratio
between the line modes of the cancellation voltages is characterised
by two properties: it is determined by the fault type and it is
constant at any point in the grid and any moment after the fault
initiation. Therefore, the ratio can be considered as a suitable
criterion for the fault type detection in the protection terminals.
Assume that a protection terminal with the proposed protection
algorithm is installed at substation M. Since the algorithm obtains
only local current TWs and not voltage TWs, let us derive the ratio
eαM/eβM between the line modes of voltage TWs at substation M as
a function of the obtained current TWs. Fig. 5b shows an a-mode
circuit for analysis of the a-mode TWs around substation M after
the fault inception. Here, iαM is the total current TW that in general
contains multiple reflections from both substation equipment and
α
is the incident voltage TW. The a-mode voltage TW at
the FL, ein
M is given by
eαM = iαM ⋅ ZM .

(10)

A similar expression can be obtained for eβMas a function of βmode total current TW iβM. The ratio between α and β line modes
of voltage TWs at substation M is as follows:
eαM /e βM = iαM /i βM .

(11)

Based on all of the analysis presented above, the following faulttype identification algorithm is proposed. Initially, the input current
TWs corresponding to the ‘candidate’ line are transformed into
modal components iαM, iβM, and i0M. Next, the fault is classified as
a fault with or without ground by comparing ground component
0
i0M with the preset threshold iset
.If i0M is greater than the threshold,
the fault is considered to be a ground fault. Otherwise, a fault
without ground is detected. After that, the pre-fault voltages Vf are
calculated according to (3) using the obtained inception angle and
the value of Vm measured by the VT at the substation. These
voltages are then utilised with (5) to determine the ratios between
the line modes of cancellation voltages for all types of faults
corresponding to the identified class. Next, the ratio between the
line modes iαM/iβM is calculated and subtracted from the obtained
ratios for the cancellation voltages. According to (11), the type of
fault that gives the smallest absolute value of the difference is
considered to be the output of the fault-type detection algorithm.
2.3.3 Analysis of current TWs energy: Based on the inception
angle and fault type obtained on the previous steps of the FL
algorithm, the threshold value Eset is determined from a look-up
table. This table is constructed experimentally to distinguish

d

∑

k=1

iAM k

2

+ iBM k

2

+ iCM k

2

,

(12)

where iAM, iBM and iCM are phase current TWs, k is the sampling
index, d is the total number of considered samplings. The obtained
energy E is compared with the threshold Eset. If E is greater than
Eset, the ‘candidate’ line is faulted and the corresponding CB is
tripped. Otherwise, the ‘candidate’ line is healthy.

3

Simulation results

This section presents the results of testing the proposed protection
system on the IEEE 34-bus distribution system with different types
of DGs. First, the experimental setup is discussed followed by the
testing of the developed DC and FL blocks of the protection
system.
3.1 Experimental setup
To evaluate the performance of the protection system in an active
distribution grid, the IEEE 34-bus test system proposed in [15] was
extended by connecting two wind generators to buses 848 and 832.
Each wind generator was modelled as either an asynchronous
generator or a full conversion type 4 wind farm (WF), thus making
a total of four DG's composition scenarios. Standard models
provided in EMTP-RV were utilised for both generator types.
Under-voltage protection was implemented in the DGs with time
voltage characteristics set according to the German Grid Code [16].
The length of lines in the test system was chosen to be 5 km. The
nominal grid frequency was 50 Hz.
EMTP-RV software was used to perform simulations. The
current measurements in the protection algorithm were sampled
with 1 MHz frequency and stored for a 1 ms moving window. The
voltage measurements were sampled with 2 kHz frequency and
stored for a 11 ms moving window. The protection terminals were
installed at buses 834, 842, and 844 in a part of the distribution grid
shown in Fig. 6. To test their joint operation, a number of incidents
were simulated in the grid such as different types of faults and
lightning surges occurring at various locations and moments in
time. The range of considered inception angles was from 2° to 178°
and from 182° to 358° varying with a step of 2°. The line faults and
lightning surges were simulated for the following locations in the
percentage of line lengths: from 2 to 98% with a step of 6%. The
lightning was modelled as a surge current source based on (1) with
the following values of constant parameters: I = 33 kA, a = 1.4×104
s−1, and b = 4.9×106 s−1 [11].
3.2 DC algorithm testing
This section presents the simulation results obtained for the DC
blocks of the considered protection terminals. For each terminal,
the value of threshold Lset in the DC block was chosen
experimentally to be 10 A/μs. The Clarke transformation was used
in all terminals for pre-processing of the input current TWs. The
operation of the DC blocks of the protection terminals was tested
for various fault and lightning instances and four DG's composition
scenarios. Table 1 presents part of the results obtained by the DC
block of the protection terminal at bus 842 for disturbances with 2°
inception angle occurring at locations P1–P4 as shown in Fig. 6.
The DG composition scenario is as follows: a full-conversion WF
is on bus 848 and an asynchronous generator is on bus 832. As can
be seen from the table, the absolute values of the derivatives
calculated by the DC block are less than Lset for all considered fault
instances and greater than Lset for lightning strokes. Similar results
were obtained for other protection terminals, DG composition
scenarios, and fault and lightning instances. Therefore, we can
conclude that the criterion used in the DC algorithm allowed
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Table 1 Absolute values of derivative obtained by DC block of protection terminal at 842
Disturbance types
Locations
P1
P2
faults

ABC
AB
BCg
Cg
A
B
C

lightnings

0.027
0.014
0.009
0.002
78.689
35.105
39.345

0.023
0.018
0.038
0.084
68.271
34.131
34.131

P3

P4

0.019
0.004
0.003
0.000
78.788
38.443
39.281

0.020
0.003
0.005
0.041
84.015
42.003
31.858

Table 2 Absolute values of differences obtained by FL block of protection terminal at 842
Fault types
α = 2°
ABC
AB
BCg
Cg
ABC

α = 90°
AB
BCg

Cg

δABC
δAB
δBC
δAC
δABg
δBCg
δACg
δAg
δBg
δCg

78.2
2.5
100
16.4
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
1.7
8.1
100
1.1
2.3
0.0

2.9
86.7
6.6
100
—
—
—
—
—
—

85.3
3.1
100
18.5
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
6.4
0.6
100
6.9
5.9
8.0

successful classification of faults against lightning strokes without
flashover.
3.3 FL algorithm testing
This section presents the results of testing the FL blocks of the
considered protection terminals and the whole protection system
for various fault instances and DG's composition scenarios. First,
the performance of each step of the FL algorithm is assessed
followed by the evaluation of the whole protection system.
The first step in the FL block is the fault inception angle
identification algorithm. Over all simulated scenarios, the
maximum error made by the algorithm in estimating the inception
angle was 0.0036°. This error was sufficiently small to allow
reliable operation of the successive steps of the FL algorithm.
The next step is the fault-type detection algorithm. For each
o
protection terminal, the value of threshold iset
in this algorithm was
chosen experimentally to be 0.1 A. Table 2 presents part of the
results obtained by the fault type detection algorithm of the
protection terminal at bus 842 for faults occurring at P2. The DG
composition scenario was the same as in Table 1. Each column of
Table 2 corresponds to one simulated fault instance. Each entry in
the table is the absolute value of the difference δ between the ratios
of line modes of measured currents and cancellation voltages
obtained with (5) for a particular type of fault. The differences in
each column are given in percentage of the maximum difference in
that column. Symbol ‘−’ in some entries indicates that the fault
type detection algorithm did not require these differences for fault
type identification since comparison of the ground component of
o
the input current with iset
excluded corresponding fault types from
consideration. As can be seen from the table, the smallest entry at
each column corresponds to the actually simulated fault type.
Similar results were obtained for other protection terminals, DG
composition scenarios, and fault instances. Therefore, we can
conclude that the criterion used in the fault type detection
algorithm allowed reliable identification of a fault type.
The last step of the FL algorithm is the comparison of the
energy of the input current TWs corresponding to the ‘candidate’
line with the threshold Eset. For a particular fault type and inception
angle, the value of Eset was chosen experimentally to distinguish
furthest internal and closest external faults with the energies of
input TWs Ein and Eex, respectively. These faults were located 50
834

—
—
—
—
10.9
100
1.1
6.8
13.6
0.0

3.1
67.2
16.4
100
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
89.9
14.2
100
93.3
87.5
99.1

m from the remote end of the ‘candidate’ line. The results of
testing this step of the FL algorithm in the considered protection
terminals for various fault instances and DG's composition
scenarios indicated that Eset chosen as (Ein + Eex)/2 provided a
reliable classification of internal and external faults.
The joint operation of the considered protection terminals was
extensively tested for various fault and lightning instances and
types of DGs. The simulation results showed that the proposed
protection system operated reliably in active grids in case of
lightning surges and different types of faults including close-in
faults and faults with small inception angles. The protection system
performed tripping of faulted lines in a time less than the time
delay of the under-voltage protection of DGs thus enabling stable
operation of DGs in active grids. This is an advantage of the
proposed protection system over widely used conventional nonunit protections that in case of close-in faults have time delays
greater than the delay of the under voltage protection.

4

Conclusion

This study presents a TW-based protection system for lines in
active distribution grids that builds on the protection system
proposed in [10] but aims to address its shortcomings. It requires
only local high-frequency current measurements and power
frequency voltage measurements, which potentially makes it a lowcost yet reliable solution. The main contribution of this work is
two-fold. First, the FL algorithm that relies entirely on the
analytical description of TW transients is developed. The
advantage of this algorithm over the one proposed in [10] is that it
is based on physical considerations as opposed to relying on datadriven approaches. Second, the DC algorithm is developed to
enable secure operation of the protection system in case of
lightning strokes without flashover. The simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed protection system can operate
reliably and with the required speed in grids with different types of
DGs for various fault and lightning instances.
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